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An interview with the unique long driver Jaacob Bowden
Drive Championship qualifier, I felt my
confidence waiver. I had to pause for a
second, take a deep breath, and remind
myself that this one shot was not an
indication of how the set was going
to go. Each new shot brings infinite
possibility. I relaxed and refocused my
attention to the present moment. Before
the set was up, I had hit a grid-record
421-yard drive and won the event.

Jaacob Bowden’s story is relevant
for both recreational and professional
golfers. Before giving a long drive clinic,
sponsored by The Ken Blanchard
Executive MBA Program and the
Business Club of America, Jaacob was
interviewed by Dr. Doug Hoxeng.
Q: In 2003, you were a 15 handicapper
nearly 30 years old working as a computer
engineer in Kansas City. What possessed you
to think you could someday become a scratch
golfer and a world-class long driver?
A: I had a personal vision to become
a professional golfer even though I never
hit drives much more than 250 yards.
Rather than continue in a job that didn’t
inspire me, I made a decision to focus on
what I loved. I’ve never regretted it.
Q: You moved to California and studied
with the legendary Mike Austin. Austin
in 1974, at age 64, set the Guinness record
for the longest drive in competitive golf at
515 yards. What did Mike teach you that
transformed your swing?
A: Mike, and his close associate Dan
Shauger, taught me how to use my body
in a dramatically different way. Many
teachers emphasize a “turn” around the
spine whereas Dan and Mike advocated
a “shift” of the lower spine. This
“compound pivot” improves ball striking
and is less strenuous on the back. Mike
and Dan also substituted the commonly
taught rolling blade action with one that
keeps the blade square longer through
impact.
Q: Dr. Ken Blanchard writes about
golfer self-leadership including a Post-shot
routine consisting of Observation and Praise
Progress and/or Redirect. In long drive
competition, where you have only 6 balls to
hit into the grid, on what do you focus your
attention?
A: This year, when I didn’t hit the
first ball in play at a Remax World Long

Q: What can recreational golfers learn
from your journey to add 20 yards to their
drives?
A: I increased my swing speed 26
mph in 37 days while training for the
2006 Long drive Championships. I
used what I learned to create training
programs now available at www.
swingmangolf.com. Each of my personal
students has gained a minimum of 30

yards after only one month using the
twice-weekly 10-minute program from
home.
Dr. Doug Hoxeng is Senior Manager
of The Ken Blanchard Executive MBA
Program, www.gcu.edu/emba, which
features online instruction and in-person
learning with Dr. Blanchard. Call Doug
at 602.639.6762 or visit dhoxeng@gcu.
edu.

